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AVIOCATS USING OASES TO
PROVIDE CAMO SERVICES
TO LIMITLESS AIRWAYS
Commsoft, a world leader in aviation
engineering and maintenance
systems, is pleased to announce that
existing Commsoft customer,
AvioCATS, will be using OASES to
provide CAMO services for Croatian
start up airline Limitless Airways
newly acquired Airbus A320
Read More

RVL GROUP SIGNS 5 YEAR DEAL TO USE OASES
East Midlands-based RVL Group is the latest company to sign a
contract to use Commsoft’s flagship OASES product to control its
varied fleet of multi-role specialist operations aircraft. The five-year,
five-concurrent user contract will support RVL Group’s mixed fleet of
nearly 20 light twin piston and turboprop aircraft.
Specialist aviation services provider RVL Group has been trading since
1985, and consists of an airline, an aerial work company and an aircraft
engineering facility. It operates and maintains its own fleet, providing
services to a range of private and public sector clients throughout
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. RVL Group offers expertise in areas
as diverse as aerial surveillance and survey, passenger and cargo adhoc and long-term charter, temporary and permanent aircraft
modifications for project work, and aerial spraying of pollution
dispersants.
OASES (Open Aviation Strategic Engineering System) is a ‘best-of-breed’
MRO IT system which offers an industry-leading technical
sophistication. One of its key selling points is its ease of use: OASES
was designed by engineers for engineers; making it straightforward yet
highly sophisticated. The software can either be installed on-site on a
local hardware server, or it can be accessed via the internet through
Commsoft’s hosted service.
Speaking about the growing popularity of OASES, Commsoft’s
Managing Director, Nick Godwin commented: “2014 was a significant
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year for us. Some of the changes we introduced, including major
service and development enhancements, mark a new era in the history
of Commsoft and OASES. We also saw the international family of
OASES users growing still further and we look forward to working ever
more closely with all of our customers throughout 2015 to ensure that
the ongoing development of OASES is as responsive to their needs as
can be.”
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